
FREE RESTAURANT BUSINESS PLAN OUTLINE

Every restaurant can benefit from a high-quality business plan. Use our professional business plan templates to improve
your restaurant's business plan.

Also outline your restaurant staffing plan who will you hire first and why? Service This section is most
relevant for fine-dining concepts, concepts that have a unique service style, or if you have particularly strong
feelings about what role service will play in your restaurant. Incorporate your logo and mock up a formatted
menu design tap a designer for help if needed. Market segment This section should provide a quick overview
of the size of your customer base. Only then will wise investors consider funding your venture. Unfortunately,
so many restaurateurs skip the step of writing down their restaurant business plan, especially when opening
their second or third location. Competitive Analysis The competitive analysis section should explain the
existing landscape of restaurants in the area, especially restaurants with similar concepts. This section could
cover things like the growth of the local economy and restaurant industry, infrastructure projects, nearby
business and residential areas, and average traffic counts in the area. List all suppliers for the following: Food.
Visit your direct competition and gain some intel on their customer experience and menu. Long-term goals are
larger, like how you plan to scale your business and how you hope to grow. Customers You need to know
your target customers. Menu and services Include a sample menu, or menus, and discuss the details of each,
such as times of day offered and the inspiration or rationale for each. Outline exactly who your food vendors
will be, how you will track sales and inventory including what point of sale you will use and why, as well as
any other restaurant tools you will be using. Consider and document all effects that the location will have on
your business, like access to parking, public transportation, walk score, etc. You need a marketing strategy to
get people in the door and coming back. Visuals Take the time to describe your concept with as much visual
detail as you can. Ask people in your prospective neighborhood about how businesses perform in the area. List
their qualifications, special skills, and job description, with an emphasis on how they will help you reach your
goals and the tasks they will do every day. Identify the service style, design, layout, general theme, and unique
aspects of the overall concept. Traditional promotion Will you be holding any events, releasing a press release,
or taking out any print ads? Supplier relationships List your suppliers by type: food, payment, alcohol,
cleaning, etc. At a macro level, what are the local and regional economic conditions? A clear, convincing, and
catchy executive summary is crucial to securing investors. Investors will want to understand what about your
new restaurant will give it a competitive advantage. This can be a short paragraph. Industry Analysis The
industry analysis section should describe the existing market in the specific location or area in which you plan
to open the new restaurant. What will your restaurant do that no one else is doing? Why should people choose
your restaurant over another? This section should present a complete and concise summary designed to catch
the reader's attention and entice him or her to explore the rest of the plan. You could even go as far as to create
a break-even analysis, outlining how long it should take before you will break even on their investment.
Putting pen to paper is too daunting, and instead of thinking out possible scenarios for their new restaurant,
they rush to open the doors as fast as possible and bring in new patrons. But how will you actually execute
your plans? Your short-term goals describe your first year as a restaurant owner. Your sample menu should
also include prices that are based on a detailed cost analysis. From the menu to the hours, whatever your
restaurant can do better, list it here. Leave investors wanting to know more about your company by assuring
them that reading about your restaurant is worth their time and ultimately their money. Use a critical eye to
determine how they differ from your establishment. Investors need to know that you have thought this
business idea through and have the answers to potential problems you will face. What other businesses are
located in the area? Planning on cooking in a wood-burning oven? Market Overview Address the micro and
macro market conditions in your area. Create a mood board that shows images related to the design and
feeling of your restaurant. Define clearly what will be unique about your restaurant.


